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This worldwide recognition didn't come overnight, though. At first, Pemberton only sold a few glasses of Coca-Cola a day. In 1887, Coca-Cola distributed free sample coupons - claiming to be the first to use this method to attract new customers. In 1894, pastry chef Joseph Biedenharn became the first
person to bottle Coca-Cola. Suddenly, the drink became available to people who did not have easy access to the soda counter. Bottling has proven to be the key to soda success. Coca-Cola began developing its global fulfillment network in the late 1800s. Between 1890 and 1900, Coca-Cola syrup sales
shot up 4,000 percent. By 1919, the company had bottling plants in Europe and Asia, and in 1920 there were more than 1,000 bottling plants in the United States. Today, Coca-Cola is one of the most popular brands in the world. The company sells more than 1.3 billion drinks every day in 200 countries
around the world. Coca-Cola also has an influence on popular culture. Many people remember the words I would like to buy the world coke, also known as I would like to teach the world to sing, a song that was part of an advertising campaign more than 35 years ago. Coca-Cola's holiday advertising
campaigns have also influenced the way people around the world picture Santa Claus. For more information about Coca-Cola and related topics, check out the links on the next page. A small bowl of coke attracts slugs and snails, and then the acid in the coke kills them. A cup of coke can also be used to
lure wasps, which then drown in the liquid. You can even get rid of the anthill by generously slandering the area with coke. Related: New &amp; Notable: 8 High-Tech Bug Zappers to Make You Bite-Free Coke Can Be Used To Clean Car Battery Terminals; mild acidity does not react with battery acid, so
you can pour it on the battery and let it wash off the corrosion. Coke can also be used to defrost a frozen windshield, and the liberal amount of Coke poured through the windshield and bumper can help eliminate errors and road debris (always rinse with clean water to avoid damaging the car's paint work).
Coke can help improve the compost pile. Add one can of soda each week to the compost; Sugar in cola feeds beneficial microorganisms, and cola increases the acidity of the pile, which helps to decompose the material more quickly. Related: Composting 101: What you should and shouldn't compost toilet
bowls can get downright disgusting, filled with unsightly stains under the rims and around the bowl. Facilitate uncomfortable cleaning by ing a can of coke directly into the toilet. Leave to stand for an hour before scrubbing with a stiff brush. Carbonation will rustle through the heaviest dirt, leaving you with
sparkling clean bowls. Related: 8 Unusual Tips for Your Cleanest Bathroom Ever You May Have Heard That Coca-Cola Is Great at Removing Rust. Hype true – phosphoric acid in a can of coke means that night soaking can help easily remove rust from the metal. Simply dip the item into the coke tray and
clean in the morning with a stiff brush. Related: How: Keep metal in your yard Maybe it's time to give Coke a place in your laundry room. Soda is an effective presoak treatment and stain remover for grease stains in laundry. For best results, apply to fresh stains. If the place changes slightly when you pour
on coke, this is a sign that it works. Let the liquid sit for a few minutes, then wash as usual in the warmest water recommended for clothing. When motor oil drips into driveways and garage floors, it leaves an unsightly stain that is hard to remove with conventional cleaning agents. That's where a little coke
comes in in case. Pour a liberal amount of Coly over the stain, let it bubbling and soak for an hour, then hose clean. Copper pots are great for keeping heat, but copper loses its shine using it. Restore that bright shine by soaking the copper bottom in a pan filled with coke for about an hour. The acid in
coke makes copper look shiny and new-free scrubbing. This cleaning trick works on a lot of other homemade copper accents as well. If your oven grates and baking sheets have seen better days, you don't have to throw them away and buy new ones. Instead, try letting them soak overnight in a coke bath.
The chemicals in the cola will release all the burnt-into pieces, allowing you to scrub most of the blackened areas and save you from having to replace these costly items. Want a cleaner, tidier, more organized home? Subscribe to the Clean Sweep newsletter for weekly tips, tools, and clear ideas to help
you maximize your next cleaning session.   HomeCoca-Cola can be terribly refreshing, but so can some of the ingenious use for caramel-colored favorites. You're not going to believe what it does to beans. 4/50 Magnola/Shutterstock 5/50 Just pour some Coca-Cola over the lentils, wipe dry and repeat
with water to get rid of sticky residues. If you have old glasses piling up around the house, find out how you can get rid of the glasses. If you're walking through security goggles at an alarming rate in the store, learn how to protect them. 7/50 Handyman FamilyA small amount of phosphoric acid a can of
Coca-Cola contains can produce great results with rust. Let a little Coca-Cola soak on the rusted screw for a while and then try to remove it. If that can make cola not provide an answer then look for sure-fire ways to loosen the screws. And if that doesn't work, too, just cut the suave off. 8/50
Critterbiz/ShutterstockAs some, Coca-Cola has the power to remove oils from skunk spray. It seems a little dubious, but you prefer to exhaust all options if you have trouble getting rid of the smell of skunk. Pests without problems around the home with some tips and learn how to get rid of pests. 9/50
Quintanilla/ShutterstockActerative treatment capabilities of Coca-Cola for jellyfish stings remain a topic of debate, but according to an Australian study from 1993, Coca-Cola reduced pain and response to stings by between 25 and 75 percent. Vinegar is the best option, but who runs around with vinegar in
a bag on the beach? Stay away from any stings with tips on how to keep bees and wasps away. Plus, figure out how to make a DIY beeswax candle. 12/50 via Sabrina Kirkland AcupunctureCoca-Cola is great at checking for bugs turns out, but for different reasons than you might think. Sweet syrup Coca-
Cola and other soft drinks attract ants that feed on the larva of pests that plague crops. A 2004 BBC News article said that farmers in India had turned to using soft drinks as pesticides because they were cheaper than pesticides. If pests are a problem around your home, learn how to get rid of bugs with
some ideas for DIY. Photo: Courtesy of EPA/Corbis 13 / 50 Emena/Shutterstock 16 / 50 Borozentsev/ShutterstockOn those cold mornings when frost accumulates on the windshield of your car, try to start defrosting with a can of Coca-Cola. Acid will help remove frost and get you on your morning
commute. Learn how to prepare your car for winter and easy ways to remove ice. 17/50 23/50 tomert/Shutterstock 25/50 Family HandymanCoca-Cola combined with other unusual ingredients can help turf, according to Wise Bread. A can of Coly, a can of beer and 1/2 cup of liquid washing soap, along
with 1/2 cup of homemade ammonia and 1/2 cup of mouthwash will keep the lawn green. Soap helps the mixture to penetrate the roots and ammonia promotes growth to make the lawn green. Check out more tips for easy lawn care and 10 best lawn maintenance tips. 28 /50 Roman Yanushevsky /
ShutterstockEveryone has a cure for hiccups and for every person there seems to be a special remedy. Coca-Cola, when gargled, can cure hiccups. Although hiccups can be funny make sure you don't end up neighboring as some of the craziest DIY goofs or electric fails. 31/50 Africa Studio/Shutterstock
32/50 KayaMe/ShutterstockCoca-Cola will help remove permanent stain marks and pen brands. Soak the stain and scrub to remove it. Try the stain mark if you have marks on your furniture and if you have marks on the wall, learn how to prepare the walls for painting. 42/50 Leszek
Glasner/ShutterstockCaffeine has a laxative effect, but the effect varies from person to person based on their caffeine tolerance. Theoretically, Coca-Cola could act as a home remedy for constipation, even if there are no stacks of data on it. If Coca-Cola does ease constipation for you, make sure the toilet
works by learning how to fix a leaking toilet. Just make sure you don't get clogged up. but if so, learn how to fix a clogged toilet. 43/50 The HandymanFolk family stories about using Coca-Cola to remove glue are out there. Whether it's floor glue or super glue, soda can break the adhesive properties of the
glue and save some money along the way. If you have glue around, learn how to fix your headphones and find a place where you'll have Coca-Cola on hand with storage tips in the kitchen. 45/50 Stokkete/Shutterstock 47/50 Putting Coca-Cola in the washing machine doesn't seem like a great idea, but a
can of Coca-Cola with the usual detergent can remove mold and mold from your clothes. It's also pretty good with stains and grease. Have you ever wondered why your washing machine vibrates so much? Find out why and how to fix the washer and dryer. 49 / 50 To facilitate the storage and reuse of
plastic bags, make a dispenser from a discarded 2-liter soda bottle. Cut off the top and bottom with a razor blade. Cut all jagged edges so that you do not tear the bags when pulling them out, and then screw the dispenser to the door of the cabinet or the wall of the cabinet (or do not attach the tape to the
hook and loop). Click here for more kitchen storage ideas. Originally published as November 29, 2019 2019
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